
The Pagan Roots of Christmas Celebrations

Further evidence of Pagan influence can be seen in Roman festivities like Saturnalia and Dies Natalis Solis
Invicti (the Birthday of Unconquerable Sun), held around December 25th to celebrate Saturn, agriculture
god, and Mithra respectively - both symbolizing light defeating darkness. It was during fourth century AD
that Pope Julius I declared December 25th as Christ's birthdate – an attempt to Christianize these popular
pagan celebrations. Henceforth started the historical evolution into modern Christmas celebration from its
roots steeped in pagan traditions.

 

Influence of Roman Saturnalia on Early Christmas Traditions

The influence of Saturnalia extends to decorations associated with Christmas. Romans adorned their homes
with wreaths made out of holly bushes during this festive period. These came to symbolize eternal life due to
their evergreen nature. Lit candles were used in celebrations as an homage to Sol Invictus (Unconquered
Sun). Over time these customs evolved; today we use lights strung around trees or homes to celebrate
Christmas which is reminiscent of ancient candlelit festivities. The impact that Roman Saturnalia had on
early Christmas traditions is undeniable - it has played a key role in shaping what we now recognize as
customary ways to celebrate the holiday season.

 

Conversion of Pagan Celebrations into Christian Holidays

Over time, these originally pagan practices began to lose their original connotations and became wholly
associated with Christian tradition. The transformation wasn't immediate or entirely smooth; there was push-
back from some sectors of society resistant to change. But eventually these customs took root within a new
context, thus marking a significant chapter in the evolution of Christmas as we know it today. These
examples underscore how flexible cultural traditions can be over centuries while highlighting religion's
profound influence on societal norms.

 

Evolution of Christmas Practices in the Middle Ages

In many parts of Europe during the 13th century, St Francis of Assisi started the tradition of displaying cribs
(also called nativity scenes) at Christmas. These depictions symbolized humbleness and simplicity associated
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with Jesus's birthplace and became an integral part of Christmas celebrations in churches and households
alike. Over time, these practices evolved into treasured customs that lent further spiritual depth to Christmas
celebrations.

 

Impact of the Protestant Reformation on Christmas Celebrations

Not all Protestants agreed with this extreme stance. Many still wanted to celebrate Christ's birth but opted for
more modest observances compared to the lavish feasts and festivities associated with Catholic traditions.
Thus began an era of stark contrast between austere religious observations during this season versus spirited
secular celebrations which continue till date shaping diverse ways in which different societies and cultures
observe Christmas today.

 

Modernization and Commercialization of Christmas in the 19th and
20th Century

In America, Coca-Cola significantly influenced our modern perception of Santa Claus through its
advertisements in the 1930s. Before then, depictions varied widely; some showed him as a stern looking
bishop while others presented him as an elfin figure. But it’s the plump, jolly man dressed in red with a white
beard that caught everyone's imagination — thanks to Coca Cola’s artist Haddon Sundblom. Thus, over time
these commercial elements have become deeply ingrained into our celebration of Christmas – exemplifying
how business interests can shape cultural traditions.
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